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Chapter 331  

He passed by, and Hedy didn’t know Elvis at the beginning of the succession dinner. Fearing that Alice w

ould be bullied in the future, he asked Preston Elvis how he was.  

If it is unreliable, as the master, she will naturally turn around and arrange a better way out for the appr

entice.  

Preston thought for a while, then curled his thin lips lightly, “Elvis has been secretly in love with Alice for 

a long time.”  

“Secret love?” Hedy was even more confused.  

“Well, after her mother gave birth to him and died of bleeding, his father soon remarried and gave birth 

to Mona and Mona ‘s brother.  

He has no status in Mona’s family, and many people in the circle look down on him. She was often bullie

d by her stepbrother. Alice was the class monitor at that time.  

Every time she saw Elvis being bullied, she would go over to stop her, stand in front of Elvis with her boo

k in her arms, and shout the group of people away. They were so angry 

that they scolded Alice has been fat for many years.”  

Was Alice fat before?” Hedy was very unexpected.  

Because today’s Alice is thinner than her.  

“In junior high school, she was indeed the fattest among the girls.” Preston dug out the photo album of 

his classmates, found a group photo from it, and pointed to the fattest girl with braids in it to show Hedy

.  

The girl is on the fat side, maybe a little bit fatter, with thick bangs, and looks a bit old–fashioned.  

“This is Elvis ?” Hedy saw a thin Elvis wearing glasses in the last row.  

“Yeah.” Preston nodded.  

“The one in the middle is you, and the third one from the left is Clouds.” Hedy looked at the handsome b

oy in the middle.  

“Yes.”  

“So, Alice thinks that Elvis is a plastic husband, but in fact Elvis is coveted for a long time?”  

“You can say that.” Preston’s thoughts were also pulled back to junior high school,  

“It’s just that Alice likes Clouds, and Clouds With a marriage contract, she can’t protect himself and can’t

 do anything.  

The three of them often play basketball with Clouds, Alice watches Clouds play basketball in the auditori

um, and Elvis watches Alice in  



the corner.”  

Hedy imagined what Preston said, and replaced Elvis Feel sad.  

“If her fiancée hadn’t run away and Alice ‘s fiancé hadn’t 

cheated, the two wouldn’t have crossed paths again. Now it seems that still favors she.” Preston was ha

ppy for his friend.  

“I see.” Hedy felt relieved.  

But another thing also aroused her curiosity, “From the photos, the students in this class are all children 

from the upper–class circle, and all the clothes they wear are expensive, even if they are not–

trendy, they are also generous and decent.  

Why is Alice, as the heir of Alice’s family, her hairstyle and dress are completely different from those aro

und her, stingy and earthy, does she prefer this style?” Preston narrowed his narrow eyes, “I didn’t pay  

attention to  

her before, you ask now I, I think, someone must have made her look ugly on purpose.” A girl of  

Alice’s status, dressed outside, represents the family’s aesthetics and attitude.  

It is impossible for the elders of any wealthy family to let their heirs dress casually, unless the heirs 

are too rebellious.  

And Alice is not rebellious, she has been a good student and good girl since she was a child.  

So, Alice’s fatness and dirtiness are all intentional.  

“Her mother/her mother.” Hedy and Preston said in unison, and looked at each other, seeing 

a trace of surprise in each other’s eyes.  

Alice’s grandparents passed away very early. There are only two people who have the right to speak  

in Alice’s family, father and mother.  

Dad is busy running the family, so it is impossible and he has no time to make the eldest daughter look 

ugly every day.  

If he doesn’t like the eldest daughter, he can directly exile Alice to go abroad.  

Excluding the choice of father, only mother is left.  

Hedy lowered his eyes, “Alice told me yesterday that her family loves her younger 

sister Franco more. She is the one who was neglected.  

I can understand the neglect. There are indeed many eccentric parents, but the neglect is so weird that s

he deliberately pretends to be ugly.” Isn’t Alice born to  

Alice’s family parents?” Preston shook his head.  

This is what Alice’s family does.  



Three days later, the Mona’s family heir succession dinner is about to  

start.  

Hedy, Preston, Kelly and Hera, as the few friends of  

Elvis, were invited to the hotel. Alice is here too.  

Whether as the heir of Alice’s family or Elvis ‘ legal wife, she has no reason to be absent from such occasi

ons.  

Interestingly, only a handful of people know about their certificates. The fact that  

Alice and Elvis had dinner together in the restaurant was  

photographed by the paparazzi and made the headlines of the next day’s entertainment section.  

It probably means that after Alice was cheated, she seems to have a new love. The new love Elvis is also 

very funny, and the fiancée just  

ran away.  

These two people who are also the laughing stock of the upper class 

actually got together, it was so funny that the mother opened the door, it was so funny.  

No, before the succession banquet started, someone was pointing at Alice  

Alice didn’t care, and chatted with the elders of other families about certain things.  

Downstairs, Franco and Clouds came hand in hand, and they were well–dressed, quite matching.  

Besides the juniors, Alice ‘s parents also came.  

Hedy stood by the window and saw 

with his own eyes that after Franco’s father entered, the gracefully dressed Franco’s mother turned back

 halfway and came to the side of the car to talk to the driver.  

I don’t know if it’s because the night is so charming, or if there is no one around.  

The driver put his hand on Franco’s mother ‘s buttocks and squeezed and clapped.  

However, Franco’s mother took a look at the driver without anger, and then left with the brand–

name bags left in the car.  

Hedy withdrew his gaze, his eyes were slightly cold.  

sofa. Preston told  

Elvis what he and Hedy had discovered  

Elvis looked visibly cold.  

He was young back then, so he didn’t expect so much. He only remembered that Alice told him that she 

was fat not because she was greedy, but that if she didn’t eat, her mother would be angry.  



She thought that Franco’s mother loved Alice so much, and she couldn’t bear her to starve.  

Hera and Kelly looked at each other two by two, ” Franco’s mother is  

too ruthless, is n’t Alice really his own?”  

Hedy came over and 

told several people about the interaction between Franco’s mother and Alice’s family driver downstairs.  

Hera and Kelly changed their faces.  

“I’ll have someone check it out.” A cold light flashed across the mirrors of Elvis‘ glasses.  

downstairs.  

Franco took Clouds‘ hand and found Alice with timid eyes, “Sister and Young Master, are they really in th

e relationship that the news said?” ”  

So what?” Alice responded lightly.  

Alice, don’t get mad at me.” Clouds looked displeased, “What’s the difference between you being like th

is and being self–depraved?” Even  

if  

Alice can’t marry herself, at least she wants to marry a decent. dignitary. What choice is  

Elvis ? Speaking of which, when he was studying, he was beat up by  

Elvis for no reason, so he really didn’t like this guy. “Why do 

you think I’m flirting with rubbish like you?” Alice sneered  

“Sister, he is also doing it for your own good. If you are really  

unbearable and lonely and want to marry early, he can introduce you to a better partner.” Franco’s tone

 was very sincere.  

At this time, the excitement of the guests came from the outside, ” The  

heir of Mona’s family is here!“ 

Chapter 332  

Hedy protects his weaknesses and slaps Franco in the face!  

The old man, Elvis‘ father, Elvis‘ stepmother, Elvis and his stepbrother, the original heir, came to the gue

st center together.  

Outsiders don’t know about the great changes in Mona’s family, they only think that Elvis is still the aba

ndoned son, and they flattered his stepbrother without any trace.  

The stepbrother’s expression became more modest.  

The Elvis next to him is imposing and gentle, which has attracted many girls‘ hearts, but when he consid

ers his status as an “abandoned son“, he becomes afraid and shakes his head to reject him.  



“Sister, your new love is here.” Franco ‘s tone was a little gloating.  

It caused others to point and point at Alice, thinking that Alice must have been too sad and lost her mind

  

The heir of the dignified Alice’s family should be mixed with the outcast of  

Mona’s family. It’s really hard to imagine. Alice ignored it. Looking at  

Elvis across the sea of people, she felt an illusion as if she had passed  

away.  

She remembered that in junior high school, Elvis was just a boy who was bullied by others. As the class 

monitor, she helped him out of trouble several times.  

As time passed, it was his turn to help her out.  

on stage.  

Elvis‘ father was the first to give a speech, and the beginning was nothing more than thanking the guests

, thanking the partners and so  

1. on.  

In the end, he asked Elvis with one hand, ” Mona’s family unanimously decided that she will take over th

e Group in an all–round way. Please come and say a few words to everyone!” There were  

frequent gasps at the scene.  

Everyone, you look at me, I look at you, you are all shocked!  

Franco and Clouds also stared wide–eyed, unable to believe that the  

events would be reversed like this!  

Elvis walked to the standing microphone and said a few 

words in a clear voice. Then, he stretched out his hand in Alice ‘s direction,  

11  

Alice, come here.” Next to  

Elvis, putting his hand in his palm.  

At that moment, Elvis felt as if he was back in junior high school.  

He sat in the corner where the trash can was dumped, surrounded by bad smells, footprints on his white

 school uniform, his nose was bruised and his face was swollen.  

The squad leader stretched out his hand to him, with a concerned tone, “Are you okay, are you going to 

the infirmary?”  

Her hand was extremely warm.  



Like a warm stone, he can’t wait to hug it directly in his arms to warm up his gradually cooling body.  

And he can’t.  

She is the heir to Alice’s family and Clouds‘ fiancée.  

Times change.  

Elvis returned to reality, held 

Alice ‘s hand, pulled it into his arms, looked around everyone, and proudly announced in a seemingly cal

m tone,  

“I would like to introduce my wife, Alice .”  

Not a girlfriend, not the fiancee, but the wife.  

After receiving the certificate, a wife protected by law!  

“Wow…”  

“That’s too much!”  

“The two of you are developing so fast. What does Madam mean, have you 

obtained the certificate yet? My mother! “, a fiancé cheated, I didn’t expect it to happen so soon…”  

“Congratulations!”  

Some people were happy while others were worried.  

Clouds froze when he heard the word “ma’am“.  

France’s pupils narrowed sharply, and he pinched himself hard, only then did he realize that this was not

 a dream, but a reality!  

Her sister’s new love has really become the heir of Mona’s family!  

“Is there anything you want to say?” Elvis looked down at Alice in his  

arms.  

“Yes.” Alice ‘s eyes fell on Franco, and she spoke clearly,  

“Before coming up, my sister said that if I was really lonely and wanted to marry someone, I would ask 

my ex–fiancé, her current fiancé, Mr., to introduce me better. I want to say,  

thank you for your kindness.  

But looking at all the unmarried men of the right age, there is no better candidate than Young Master!”  

This kind of “show affection” caused a burst of warm applause from the 

audience, and let the guests whisper.  

“Second Alice is disgusting. She stole my sister’s fiancé and said that my sister is lonely. Who is lonely?” 

Sister…”  



“The elders of the two families are not very good, but if there is some reason, can Clouds and Franco get 

engaged next month?”  

“I don’t know anything else. I know that after Preston 

and Hedy got engaged, there is really no He’s a better man than Young Master.”  

“Alice is a blessing in disguise, so I don’t know if it’s a blessing…” The people  

from that family and Alice’s family were embarrassed and chatted with each other with fake smiles, pret

ending that they didn’t hear anything.  

The banquet officially begins.  

Elvis didn’t want to let go of Alice ‘s hand, but unfortunately, on this occasion, he had to socialize, so he 

nodded and left.  

Alice let out a bad breath, and felt much happier, thinking that Elvis, a cheap husband, is quite easy to us

e.  

It is the high heels on the feet, which are really beyond the control of ordinary people, and have already 

been worn out.  

She politely refused the flattery of a large group of people, found an empty corner, and quietly took off t

he high heels in the dress with her teeth bared.  

Not feeling comfortable for a long time, Franco came over and sneered, “Sister is amazing, any new love 

you find is such a big background.”  

How can you be your older sister if you are not good? “Lips fight back.  

“To be honest, I’m curious, how did you get on line with Young Master, and how did you know that Youn

g Master will turn the tables and become the heir of Mona’s family .” Franco’s voice was very soft,  

“Could it be a long time ago, just You’ve already built the plank road openly, and you’ve been working in 

secret, right?”  

“Don’t think of me as lowly as you.” Alice ‘s eyes turned cold. During the duration 

of her marriage contract  

with Clouds, she hadn’t had any direct contact with any man, and she didn’t even have Elvis ‘s contact in

formation before meeting  

Elvis in the hospital. “What are you pretending to be?” Franco hated Alice’s appearance the most, and s

quinted his eyes, “It seems that you have been having an affair with Elvis a long time ago, okay, sister.  

While greeting he, he was flirting with Elvis at the same time.“, but still pretending to be a victim, accusi

ng me and he of being unjust to  

you.  

You and that dùde are really working together, like dogs of a feather!”  

Alice couldn’t bear it anymore, raised her hand and slapped her sister hard, her eyes widening. fierce.  



The sound of “pop” attracted everyone’s attention.  

Franco!” Clouds walked over quickly.  

“he, woo woo.” Franco covered his face and cried into Clouds‘ arms,  

“I just wanted to wish my sister happiness, but my sister 

beat me hard and said that she would drive me abroad when she succeeded in inheriting Alice’s family.“,

 don’t let me go back to the United States!”  

Elvis also came over, the mirror of the silver–

rimmed glasses flashed coldly, grabbed Alice ‘s beating hand, and found that the palm was already red.  

“I didn’t say I was going to drive her abroad.” Alice was afraid that Elvis would believe her, so she hurrie

dly explained.  

“I know, don’t hit me next time.” Elvis lowered his eyes.  

Beating people hurts.  

Alice thought that Elvis felt that her beating 

was a bit troublesome and had a bad influence, so she nodded seriously.  

“Sister, why did you lie, because he likes me more?” Franco said quietly.  

Elvis‘ eyes changed slightly.  

Others are also pointing.  

Because Alice has liked Clouds for many years, it is well known in the  

circle.  

“Alice Er played a good role in sowing 

dissension.” Hedy came down from the stairs, holding the phone in his palm.  

Next to her is Preston, who is as handsome as a god, and behind her are Hera and Kelly.  

“Ms. Ellis, what are you talking about sowing discord? I don’t understand.” Franco said timidly.  

With Hedy’s current status, no 

one from the younger generation in the industry should respectfully address him as “you” when he sees 

him!  

“Really?” Hedy 

opened the conversation that was recorded just how, and a hint of sarcasm appeared on his beautiful fa

ce, “Why don’t you  

explain, what do you mean by ‘working together, like dogs of a feather‘?”  

Chapter 333,  

the evidence of Hedy, the patient in room 9  



directly slaps Franco in the face .  

The surrounding guests looked at Franco with disgust and surprise in their eyes!  

Clouds was all stiff, and pushed Franco out of his arms, ” Franco, you…  

He always thought that Franco was a kind and simple person, so he couldn’t help falling in love with her.

 The evidence in Hedy’s hands undoubtedly does not match  

the Franco in his mind  

“he, I…” Franco panicked, never expecting that Hedy would come down from upstairs with evidence.  

“Get out.” Elvis gave the security guard a look.  

The security immediately dragged Franco away.  

The evidence was overwhelming. Franco 

knew that what he said was. wrong and would be embarrassing, so he could only pinch his palms bitterly

 and was forced to leave. Even though  

Franco’s father Franco’s mother wanted to save him, he couldn’t hold back the coldness on  

Elvis‘ face. The banquet continued, and the guests left with emotion,  

“I didn’t expect the second Alice to be such a person.” “Is  

the gentleness and consideration in the past all fake?”  

“Fortunately, Ms. Ellis has evidence, otherwise it’s hard to say what happened”  

Alice looked at Hedy with adoring eyes, “Master, why do you have a video in your hand? Did you just ca

pture me and Franco when you took another shot?”  

“No, she saw Franco approaching you with malicious intentions, so she opened the video. The phone is 

waiting for Franco to perform.” Hera replied.  

“Master really predicts everything like a god!” Alice admired even  

more.  

Hedy said in a calm tone, ‘It’s not that I’m good at predicting things, it’s that women like Franco, who tos

s and turn only a few times, are easy  

to deal with.”  

It’s hard to guess what this kind of woman is doing behind the scenes.  

But what you want to do in front of you is nothing more than those few things.  

Alice and Hera, “I learned it, I learned it!”  

“You didn’t wear shoes?” Elvis glanced at the high heels that were taken off beside him.  



“I don’t usually wear high heels, and this new shoe is a little rough on my feet, so… ah.” Alice was half–

spoken, but was picked up by Elvis‘ waist, so scared that she hurriedly hugged Elvis‘ neck.  

“What are you doing?” she asked.  

“Go upstairs and change your shoes, it’s cold on the ground.” He  

replied.  

The two left the public’s sight.  

“Are you relieved now?” Preston chuckled, his voice magnetic.  

He was talking about Hedy being worried about Elvis.  

Hedy nodded.  

Elvis was really good to her apprentice.  

“Going home?”  

“Okay.”  

The two walked hand in hand under the moonlight.  

“Hedy, I want to get a certificate too!  

“Not old enough.”  

“Oh.”  

Preston sighed, his deep eyes filled with melancholy.  

Being “overtaken on a curve”  

by Elvis. Hedy paused, and Preston also stopped and asked, “What’s the matter?”  

The girl frowned, walked up to Preston, tiptoed and pecked his lips as if to comfort him, her eyes were e

xtremely serious,  

“Do you have a certificate? Will always be by your side.”  

This surprised Preston a bit.  

He just sighed casually, but she comforted her seriously, she is really stupid and cute.  

“Okay.” He nodded reluctantly.  

The girl took his big hand again and walked forward without saying a word.  

Preston Susan trailed behind her.  

Looking at her back, her eyebrows and eyes are slightly curved, and her heart is melting a little bit.  

Elvis took over Mona’s family and got married to  



Alice, which shocked people in the circle that night. Everyone agrees, Fake, all plastic!  

Elvis married Alice because the elders urged him to marry and his fiancée ran away, which was embarras

sing!  

Alice married Elvis because she wanted to keep her position as the heir  

of  

Alice’s family, so she had to marry a powerful man! The two are the most common needs in the circle to 

marry. After getting married, they must play their own way!  

What’s more, they secretly waited for when the two would divorce.  

the next day.  

Hedy just woke up and found that the system released a new task.  

[Trial mission (22), Rescue the patients in Ward 9 of Cardiac Surgery  

of Hospital. ]  

“The patient in bed 9…?” Hedy’s eyes flickered slightly.  

There was no class in the morning, so she drove to the Hospital where her apprentice Alice was, and ca

me outside Ward 9 of the Cardiac Surgery Unit.  

The door was ajar.  

Alice, wearing a white coat, was instructing the grandfather on the hospital bed to pay attention to the l

ast thing.  

The old man nodded slowly, looking not in good spirits.”  

After speaking, Alice walked out of the ward and saw Hedy waiting in the office.  

“Master, why are you here?” Alice opened her eyes.  

“I stopped by to see you.” Hedy couldn’t talk about the system. She asked Alice, “What’s wrong with the

 patient in room 9?”  

With infection, surgery is required to remove the infected part, otherwise he will die of heart failure.”  

Alice paused, “But the patient’s blood platelets are reduced, which makes it difficult for his blood to coa

gulate, and the risk of thoracotomy is too high. Conservative switch to drug treatment”  

Hedy took the medical record from Alice, and frowned slightly, “Judging from the patient’s condition, dr

ug treatment is only to delay the time of death, and will not have much effect.” How could Alice not  

know  

”  

she Shaking his head helplessly.  



Whether it is a thoracotomy or a switch to drug treatment, it is not optimistic.  

“I’ll be in charge of this patient, show me his detailed information.” Hedy closed the paper medical recor

d.  

“Yes.” Alice nodded, and opened the patient information on the computer.  

The patient was seventy years old, named he, and his physical data showed that he was not very capabl

e of undergoing thoracotomy.  

If you don’t open your chest, you are waiting to die.  

This chest must be opened.  

Give him hematopoietic agents first, and reserve the blood needed for autologous blood transfusion.” H

edy made a prompt decision.  

Autologous blood reinfusion, which began in World War I, refers to using the patient’s own blood to perf

orm surgery on the patient.  

This can avoid the possible disadvantages of allogeneic blood transfusion.  

It is also most suitable for patients.  

“Yes!” Alice ignited hope in her heart.  

If it was Master, this patient could be saved!  

-Saving people is the top priority, so Hedy took a leave of absence 

as a matter of course to study how he should perform this operation.  

Time passed bit by bit.  

While Hedy and Alice were busy, Franco came to Hospital with a food  

box.  

She planned to give in to her sister first and play some tricks.  

Alice ‘s marriage to Elvis puts her position in jeopardy, and she must take action.  

If you want to go to Alice ‘s office, you need to pass by single ward No.  

1. 9.  

At this moment, a guard stood outside the single ward. The badge worn on the guard’s arm bore the wo

rds “USA Eastern War Zone“.  

Françò’s heart skipped a beat.  

Only general–level soldiers will be equipped with guards, such as Childe King’s grandfather Amos.  

And there is also a guard here, indicating that the patients inside… have a lot of background!  

Chapter 334  



There are dragons and phoenixes among people, Mick  

Franco doesn’t want to let go of the opportunity to make friends with big people.  

She seemed to be unintentional, took out her mobile phone and sat on a chair by the corridor, as if she 

was dealing with some unexpected incident.  

In the ward.  

Sitting next to the grandfather’s bed was an adult man about the same age as Preston. He had neatly 

chopped hair, thick eyebrows and eagle eyes, a straight nose, and tight lips. He was wearing a dark gree

n military uniform and looked dashing.  

The badge on his chest shows his rank,  

major general!  

There is only one major general in USA who is so young, and that is Mick, the son of the big courtyard w

ho has made great achievements  

for USA.  

A well–

known big V once joked on the Internet, saying that the younger generation of USA has two male gods, 

Preston, who is ups and downs in the mall, and Mick, who is all–powerful on the battlefield.  

This incident sparked a lot of discussion among netizens.  

Mick was once tied with Preston as the national male god of USA.  

The difference is that Preston, as a businessman, always makes a splash with certain moves.  

And Mick is a soldier who stays in the barracks all year round and doesn’t show his face in public, so he g

radually fades out of the public eye. The reason why  

Mick left the army today and showed up at Hospital is because he on the hospital bed is his own grandfa

ther.  

“Mick, you don’t need to worry about grandpa. Grandpa is getting old, and life and death have long bee

n taken lightly.” he smiled weakly,  

“If Michael hadn’t insisted on sending me to Hospital, I wouldn’t have come here.”  

Facing life The close relative at stake, Mick, a tough man, couldn’t help choking up a little,  

“You won’t die, the military hospital is already studying your surgery plan.”  

Mr. smiled again, “Isn’t it already done? Has it been a long time? My life is indeed over.”  

“It’s not over, you have to trust the doctors at the military hospital, I’ve arranged for someone to pick yo

u up.”  

You… well, well, I listen to you arrangement.”  



Old Master compromised.  

Mick walked out of the hospital room.  

Franco stood up abruptly, and the moment he saw Mick, his eyes straightened!  

This guy is so handsome! He is  

a completely different kind of handsome man from noble men like  

Preston and Elvis! Full of security! Full of oppression! Full of hormones!  

He was so handsome that her legs were limp, and her face was so red as hell.  

“Major General, hello!” Franco greeted stammeringly, and recognized Mick ‘s identity through the badg

e.  

“Is something wrong?” Mick looked at her lightly.  

“My name is Franco, and I’m the second lady of the family that runs this private hospital. May I help you

r grandfather?” Franco quickly  

revealed his identity. While  

waiting for Mick to come out, she took the time to grab a nurse and asked about 

the situation of the patient in room 9  

“Complete the hospital transfer procedures as quickly as possible.” Mick hurriedly sent the old man to t

he military hospital.  

“Transfer? As far as I know, your grandfather’s situation is more complicated, and it’s the same to go to 

any top hospital.” Franco ‘s voice was somewhat exaggerated and charming.  

Mick’s eyes suddenly sank.  

There must be a hospital that can save his grandpa!  

This second Alice can’t speak, so she can shut up!  

Franco continued, “I recommend your grandfather to go to the ‘hospital‘ where my master works. His na

me is Otto, and he is the most powerful  

.  

doctor in the field of heart surgery in the USA. The Otto–style surgery he created is even more  

What Franco said  

Mick knew.  

In fact, there is an old professor in the military hospital who is as powerful as Otto.  

But whether it’s Otto’s style or a certain style, it’s useless.  

Because of his grandfather’s body, he couldn’t afford the risk of open chest/surgery.  



He frowned and interrupted Franco ‘s chatter, “My grandfather’s body can’t bear any thoracotomy.”  

But I’m not talking about thoracotomy, nor medical treatment.” Franco spoke proudly.  

Mick ‘s expression changed slightly, “What is that?”  

“A medical device that was developed by my master Otto, has passed clinical tests, and has just 

been put on the market.” Franco puffed out his chest subconsciously,  

“It’s called Vinci. A master–

slave controlled laparoscopic minimally invasive surgery system, a robot specially designed for surgeons 

to perform minimally invasive surgery such as laparoscopy and thoracoscopic surgery. If you use it, you 

don’t need to open the chest, just adjust the angle of the mechanical arm, and you can easily It can cont

rol the robotic arm to go deep into the human body to perform surgery, greatly reducing the wound are

a and bleeding volume!”  

Mick’s eyes glowed with excitement.  

If what Franco said is true, then this medical device named “vinci” is the thing that 

can save his grandfather’s life!  

“Chen Lang, take the old man to the hospital!” Mick ordered the guards.  

“Yes!” The guard was also very excited.  

With Franco ‘s presence, Mr.’s hospital transfer procedures were quickly completed. Forty minutes later,

 Mr.’s medical records appeared in the hands of Franco ‘s master, Otto.  

Otto is a very energetic and tall old professor.  

After looking at the physical condition of old man, he nodded slightly  

to  

Mick, “Major General, vinci is the best choice for old man, we will arrange surgery for old man as soon a

s possible.” “Thank you.” Mick hung his heart, Put back half of it. He glanced at  

Franco next to Otto, his eyes thankful.  

Franco bowed his head shyly to Susan, his eyes were greedy, and he thought,  

With the help of the master, he will definitely be able to bring Mr. back from the gate of hell!  

She also became a half–

savior of Mr., so she could become friends with Mick, the dragon and phoenix in the army.  

Friends are just the beginning, as long as you give her a chance, in time, she will be the wife of the young

est major general in the USA!  

Never be crushed by Alice!  

-The  



hospital immediately organized doctors and nurses to discuss the operation of “he“, and decided to start

 the operation tomorrow morning.  

At the same time, Hedy and Alice are communicating with 

a middle- aged female doctor at the No. 1 Hospital in Lin City.  

The female doctor had previously performed an operation similar to Mr.’s.  

“Although the conditions of the two patients are similar, the one I saved is seven years younger than 

Mr., so…..”  

Halfway through the sentence, the female doctor shut up, the meaning being self–evident.  

The risks of this surgery are simply too high.  

Hedy nodded.  

This cross–city trip was rewarding  

It was already eleven o’clock in the evening when the two returned.  

Hedy wants to go to Hospital to see how Mr. is doing.  

Alice didn’t want Master to work too hard, so she shook her head and said, “Master, don’t worry. I told t

he nurse that I will be notified at any time if there is any situation. You should go home and rest early. O

nly when you are healthy can you perform the operation.” Hedy nodded  

Alice also went home to rest. Her mind was full of surgical plans, but she didn’t know that Franco had us

ed his privileges to transfer he.  

The nurse was just a worker and didn’t know about the relationship between Franco 

and Alice. She thought Alice knew about it, so she didn’t tell her.  

A night without dreams.  

Its daybreak.  

Chapter 335 Kicking the dog to save someone in danger  

Alice came to Hospital and found that the bed in Ward 9 was empty. Everyone was dumbfounded.  

She hurriedly called the nurse, only to realize that her master’s patient had been cut off by  

Franco! Obviously, Master has already decided on the operation plan!  

Without caring who to blame, she hurriedly called Hedy, “Master, Franco transferred the patient in Roo

m 9 to the hospital!”  

Hedy’s eyes turned cold while having breakfast, “She is not a doctor  

from Hospital, nor is she from Alice’s family. Heir, why do you make such claims?”  

Franco is a doctor at the hospital.  



Alice’s family can let 

her go to work in another hospital, just because her master is Otto, and hope she can learn something fr

om Otto, and then benefit Alice’s family.  

Therefore, from the perspective of formal procedures, Franco has no right to do so.  

Alice was also anxious, “I must have brought out my identity as Alice to scare others! Master, what 

should I do now? Let the hospital save her? I just found out that Professor Otto is about to perform an o

peration on Mr.!  

“Take old man Gu’s blood and go to the hospital to snatch him!” Hedy hurried out.  

If there is no system task, this person will be robbed by the hospital.  

But she has a mission.  

And the surgery plan she prepared is not impossible!  

-Hospital  

Cardiac surgery Vinci operating room.  

Franco does the final inspection at Vinci.  

She is 

very careful, after all, the success of this operation will directly affect whether she can marry Mick.  

After inspecting the console, she began to inspect the robotic arm.  

When she thought of marrying Mick, she couldn’t help but think of Clouds  

In the past few days, Clouds has become very cold towards her, obviously she has already found a reaso

n to tell Clouds that she lied at the banquet because she couldn’t stand Alice’s constant scolding of him a

nd wanted to vent her anger for him.  

Clouds didn’t react much, and even called Alice ‘s name after getting drunk.  

This is what Franco can’t stand the most!  

Mom said that she wanted to take everything 

from Alice, which Alice’s family owed to their mother and daughter!  

Franco, have you checked? Professor Otto will be here soon.” The nurse asked.  

Franco snapped back to himself.  

Her gaze refocused on the mechanical arm.  

Are you all checked?  

Maybe.  

She remembered to check it herself.  

On the other side, Otto had already walked over.  



Knowing that Otto didn’t like procrastination the most, Franco nodded with a gentle smile, “Check it out.

”  

Mr. was pushed in.  

Franco was not qualified to participate in this operation because of his relatively minor qualifications an

d his unique patient status.  

She voluntarily left the operating room.  

Otto personally operated the machine and operated on Mr..  

Mick led the guards to stand in the viewing room and put the operation process into the fundus.  

Unlike a large thoracotomy, Vinci only needs to find a few points within the scope of the operation throu

gh the endoscope, and make a few small holes to insert 

surgical tools., can directly contact the internal organs.  

The process didn’t even shed much blood.  

“Turn down the intensity of the electric knife.” Otto commanded another doctor.  

“Yes.” The doctor lowered the intensity of the electric knife.  

Otto cut open the pericardium, opened the right atrium, and probed towards the infected area.  

As long as the infected part is cut off, Mr. can be saved.  

Everything went smoothly as expected.  

Seeing that the surgical tools had cut through the organs, Vinci’s robotic arm suddenly stopped moving.  

Otto frowned, and Susan exerted force on his hand, but the robotic arm remained motionless.  

“What’s going on?” He turned his head and scolded everyone angrily.  

“The mechanical arm. the mechanical arm is stuck! Alice Er didn’t check it properly!” The doctor next to 

him was shocked.  

Watch indoors.  

Mick’s breath catches.  

Damn it!  

How could such a low–level mistake occur!  

In the operating room.  

Old man’s bleeding volume is increasing rapidly.  

Franco, who caused the accident, is sorting out documents in the office.  

If it weren’t for the arrangement in hand, she would definitely accompany Mick in the viewing room, exp

laining the progress and comforting Mick.  



It’s a pity… wait, who was the person who just passed by?  

Hedy and Alice?  

Are they here to rob the old man?  

“Stop!” Franco walked out of the office quickly, and stopped Hedy and Alice with open arms,  

“Is it really you? This is not Hospital, the front is the operating room, please detour!”  

Franco, where is Mr.? Hospital robbed people!” Alice gritted her teeth and asked.  

“I didn’t rob, I just introduced Vinci’s advantages, and the patient’s family asked to be transferred.” Fran

co shrugged,  

“Who made hospital far behind my master in heart surgery? If you can save people, the patient will not 

come here.”  

“Who says we can’t save people, Master and I have already made a surgery plan!” Alice clenched her fist

s.  

Franco raised his eyebrows, “Your master? Who? It can’t be Ye Wu… Ms. Ellis, right?”  

The name on the lips was abruptly changed to a respectful title.  

Alice nodded.  

“Haha, my dear sister, what kind of international joke are you making? Even if you want to kneel and lick

 Ms. Ellis, don’t do it like that?”  

Franco mocked wantonly.  

Hedy has no idea, she wants to go left and cross Franco. But  

Franco moved to the side, saying in a perfunctory tone, “Ms. Ellis, this is really not a place for you.”  

Hedy’s eyes sank, and he walked to the right.  

Franco then moved to the other side, blocking Hedy.  

A murderous look flashed across Hedy’s unpainted face, and he directly kicked Franco in the stomach!  

“Ah!” Franco backed away again and again, and sat on the ground with his buttocks on the ground, his f

ace lost all blood from the pain, and he was speechless.  

Without a dog blocking the way, Hedy led Franco to the operating room of the university’s cardiac surge

ry without saying a word.  

As soon as the nurses in the other operating rooms came out, they saw Hedy with a cold face, without s

quinting, walking past her in a windy  

manner.  

Alice looked dignified, and followed closely behind, also keeping her eyes fixed.  



Nurse,  

What happened?  

Why are these two so handsome?!  

Hedy came to the disinfection room.  

“You, you are Ms. Ellis and Alice? What do you want to do?” The nurse on shift was surprised why the t

wo appeared here.  

“Save people.” Hedy said concisely.  

“But you, you are not a doctor in our hospital…” The nurse resisted weakly.  

“I’m responsible for the accident!” Alice’s eyes were sharp.  

Hedy was ready for disinfection, and Susan walked into Vinci’s operating room with her hands up–

this action was to allow the nurse to put on the surgical gown and gloves for her earlier.  

Alice followed.  

When the two of them entered, old man’s bleeding volume had reached an astonishing 500.  

As powerful as Otto, he also panicked at this moment, and was ordering someone to urgently control th

e mechanical arm.  

Seeing Hedy and Alice, everyone was taken aback, including Mick in the viewing room  

“Hedy? Alice? What are you doing here?” Otto scolded.  

I can recognize Hedy because Hedy is famous and hard to ignore.  

I recognized Alice because she is Franco ‘s sister and a plastic talent that cannot be ignored in the field of

 heart surgery in the USA.  

Hedy looked around at the people in the operating room, and then at Mr. who was lying on the Vinci, his

 red lips parted slightly, and he uttered six words,  

“I saved this man.”  

In a tone of complete command!  

Everyone felt a “??”  

You saved?  

Are you bored?  

If you are really in a hurry, we will prepare fruit milk tea for you, can you watch videos and play games?  

Don’t come to our place to join in the fun, and don’t joke with us!  

We have no intention of serving you, the first lady of a wealthy family, at such a critical juncture!  



“Please get Ms. Ellis out!” Otto was the most angry and chased her away!  

“I’m not kidding you!” Hedy sternly said,  

“By the time you adjust the mechanical arm, the patient’s blood will be drained!”  

Otto also sternly said, “If you don’t adjust the mechanical arm, how can you treat a patient who has lost 

a lot of blood?” Do you want to have a thoracotomy! Mr. has a special constitution and cannot get blood

. transfusions!”  

he’s blood condition itself is poor.  

Now that so much blood has been shed, opening the chest again is different from murder!.  

He has no choice either!  

“Who said there is no?” Alice took out the blood bag prepared in advance, “This is Mr.’s own blood, whic

h can be reinfused with autologous blood!”  

Otto glanced at the capacity of the blood bag and shook his head,  

“There is so much blood. It’s only enough for forty minutes.”  

“Forty minutes, that’s enough.” Hedy and Otto looked at each other, “If something goes wrong, I, Hedy, 

will take care of it alone!”  

Otto was frozen in place.  

This medical accident was caused by the hospital, and it was impossible for him to let a junior take respo

nsibility.  

But –  

he appreciates Hedy’s courage!  

“Put her in surgical gown and gloves!” Otto made a final decision.  

The nurse hurriedly put on the surgical gown and gloves for Hedy.  

The rest of the doctors took out the surgical tools that penetrated into Mr.’s body.  

Alice is ready for autologous blood transfusion.  

Hedy opened the chest with a scalpel  

A soul–stirring operation that competed against the God of death began.  

“Electric scalpel.”  

“Yes!”  

“Chest opener.”  

“Yes!”  



“Heart and lung drainage.”  

“Yes!”  

“Wound hook.”  

“Yes!”  

Hedy moved quickly, making Mick in the viewing room overwhelmed .  

Otto’s pupils shrank slightly, and his heart became more and more shocked.  

This is really an operation that a female college student under 20 years old can perform?  

Her operation is comparable to the most sophisticated scientific instruments!  

This is… the young back wave who can overthrow the front wave!  

Time passed with great tension.  

The surgery is coming to an end.  

Hedy tied the surgical knot and surgically cut the thread.  

The stitching is done.  

Alice looked at the data on the medical instrument, and raised the corners of her lips, “The patient’s vita

l signs are stable and out of danger!” 
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Owing to Hedy ‘s kindness, the arrested Alice’s family driver  

Mr. was rescued by Hedy.  

All the doctors in the operating room gave Hedy grateful eyes.  

After all, if Mr. died here because of a low–

level medical accident, they would all be left with nothing to eat!  

In addition to being grateful, everyone was shocked and admired.  

Who would have thought that the first lady of the wealthy family can not only make movies, figure skati

ng, racing cars, solve cases, but also medical skills. She is the teacher of Alice, a talented female doctor i

n the field of heart surgery in the United States!  

Everyone walked out of the operating room.  

“Ms. Ellis, thank you for helping us save Mr..” Otto walked to Hedy and thanked him from the bottom of 

his heart.  

“This is my patient, naturally I should save it.” Hedy’s voice was indifferent.  

Thanks to Franco, she didn’t like Otto either  



“Your patient? I remember that Mr. was sent by Major General himself?” Otto was at a loss and didn’t u

nderstand what was going on.  

On the other side, Mick also came out of the viewing room, and happened to hear Alice explain, “After 

Mr. was hospitalized, my master and I began to formulate the operation plan. For this reason,  

we went to the No. 1 Hospital.  

Knowing that Franco took over and took away Mr., she is not the heir of Alice’s family, and she does not 

work in the Hospital under  

Alice’s family, so she has no right to do so. If there is no such thing, my master will kill him in the operati

ng room of the Hospital. The old man is saved, and we won’t let old man’s life hang by a thread.”  

“If Franco didn’t check the equipment carefully, we wouldn’t let old man’s life hang by a thread!” Otto t

urned livid with anger, and apologized to Hedy and  

#  

Franco again, “I’m sorry, I didn’t know that my apprentice did such a ridiculous thing in advance. If I kne

w, I would never rob the patients of Hospital.” Alice, who knew Otto’s good character, comforted, “This i

s not Professor  

Fu ‘s work. Responsibility, fortunately, no matter what, Mr. was saved, and this is the best ending.”  

“Yes.” Otto nodded with emotion, “It is the best ending to be able to save people.”  

It is also the doctor’s mission.  

Mick stepped on his military boots, walked up to Hedy against the light, and held out his hand to Hedy, “

My name is Mick, thank you Ms. Ellis for saving my grandfather.  

They all called her “Ms. Ellis“.  

“It’s a matter of duty.” Hedy clasped back, then let go, his expression  

didn’t fluctuate much. Appreciation flickered across  

Mick’s piercing eagle eyes.  

Compared with her “pretty“, her calmness and calmness made him even more amazed.  

At this time, Franco was 

late – Hedy’s kick had caused her pain for a long time, and now she was slow to “complain“.  

Seeing 

everyone gathered together, she pinched her thigh, walked up to Otto with her red eyes covering her st

omach,  

“Master, how is Mr.’s condition? Is the operation going well?”  

Then, she looked at Otto pitifully. To Mick, “Just now Ms. Ellis and Alice insisted on 

breaking in. I stopped them, but was kicked away by Ms. Ellis. I can only inform you of the pain…….  



She was hinting at Mick,  

Major General, I am here to protect you. The old man was kicked by Hedy, it hurts so much, please help 

me out.  

Mick’s eyes were cold, if Franco was his soldier, she would already be dying.  

Otto said coolly, “Mr.’s operation was not smooth, because you didn’t adjust the mechanical arm proper

ly, which made the robot unable to move, causing Mr. to bleed profusely!”  

What  

?!” She actually made such a low–level mistake?  

Mr. has a special physique. After hemorrhage, wouldn’t it be–  

Franco suddenly felt his eyes darken, and his back was covered with cold sweat.  

She killed the major general’s grandfather?!  

Otto looked at Franco disdainfully,  

“Fortunately, Ms. Ellis showed up in time, performed a chest operation on Mr., and pulled Mr. back fro

m the gate of death. Otherwise, you, Franco, should be sentenced in court. How dare you run to the cou

rt?” I will sue in front of you!”  

If Mr. dies, the level of this medical accident will be the highest first- class medical accident.  

“Ye, Ms. Ellis performed a thoracotomy on Mr.?!” Franco was even more shocked.  

She thought that Alice called Master Hedy because she wanted to kneel and lick the first lady of the rich 

family, but Hedy was really good at medicine, and even performed a thoracotomy on he, saving he?  

“From today onwards, you are no longer a doctor in the hospital, and you are no longer my apprentice, 

Otto!” Otto warned in a tone, “Don’t go to my wife and  

ask her to talk to you for you!”  

Otto At first I didn’t want to accept Franco as a disciple.  

Franco was very scheming, knowing that he was not easy to approach, so he approached his wife, coaxe

d his wife around, and asked his wife to persuade him to accept him as an apprentice.  

So, he accepted it and planned to teach it well.  

But Franco made too many mistakes today and must be held accountable!  

“Master!” Franco was struck by lightning!  

“I will also truthfully report the matter of Mr. to the board of directors  

and see what they say.” Alice made up the knife with a smile.  

Franco stiffened.  



She is the second daughter of Alice’s family. If Major General Mick ‘s grandfather is really killed, Alice’s f

amily cannot be affected.  

After the board of directors found out about this, they would definitely discount their impression, and m

ight even punish her!  

As the two sisters confronted each other, Hedy jumped through the crowd to leave.  

Her job is done.  

Franco will also have his due punishment.  

“Ms. Ellis, please wait a moment!” Mick ‘s guard trotted 

over and handed Hedy a note with a phone number on it,  

“Major 

General said that after the old man was transferred to the hospital, he was no longer a patient of Hospit

al. You saved the old man, he owes you a kindness, if there is anything you can do to help in the future, 

please contact him.”  

Hedy was about to refuse, but the Ellis Family’s second brother, Amanda, appeared in his mind. The seco

nd brother is also a soldier, and he is in the barracks. Maybe there will be a place where  

Mick really needs help in the future.  

Thinking of this, she saved Mick’s contact information in her mobile phone for emergencies.  

noon.  

Alice was eating in the staff restaurant of Hospital, when Franco’s  

full of anger.  

father Franco’s mother came with an aggrieved Alice De  

Snapped!  

Franco’s mother patted the table in front of Alice heavily, “Alice, what do you mean? Franco is also your 

sister, how can you be so ruthless?”  

The surrounding employees looked this way.  

Franco’s father was also unhappy, “Alice, look at how angry you are with your mother!”  

Everyone in the circle knew that Franco’s father 

loved Franco’s mother very much, and he almost obeyed  

Franco’s mother. ” Franco did such a big mistake, shouldn’t he tell the  

board of directors?” Alice’s heart was devastated.  

At times like this, she would ask herself “why” countless times.  

Why do mom and dad dote on Franco so much. Why is  



Franco only allowed to bully her, but she is not allowed to expose Franco!  

“Bastard!” Franco’s mother raised her hand and slapped the eldest daughter hard.  

Alice closed her eyes subconsciously. Seeing that she was about to be beaten,  

Elvis rushed over and grabbed Franco’s mother’s wrist.  

Along with Elvis, there was also Elvis‘ secretary, who was holding the back collar of the driver of Alice’s f

amily.  
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Franco’s life experience, the beginning of the sports meeting  

“Who allowed you to beat my wife?” Elvis‘ tone was cold.  

If he had come later, the slap would have slapped Alice in the face.  

“Elvis ?” Franco’s mother saw the driver of Alice’s family behind Elvis, and her expression changed, “Why

 is the driver of our Alice’s family in your hand?”  

Franco’s father was also–puzzled, “Yes, why is it in your hand?”  

Alice was also puzzled, but Franco suddenly became nervous. The appearance of  

Elvis undoubtedly made more people look around.  

The staff restaurant is separated from the general restaurant by a glass, and the patients and their famili

es on the other side are also looking at  

1. it.  

“Please come to ask something.” Elvis let go of Franco’s mother’s hand, and brought Alice to him.  

“Master Du?” Alice asked tentatively  

Elvis glanced at her and said calmly, “When will you be smarter?”  

This guy couldn’t tell the good from the bad from Clouds before .  

I still can’t tell the good from the bad from my mother.  

Really silly.  

You have to take good care of it.  

Alice, “…”  

Well done, what are you scolding her for!  

angry!  

But why, she felt inexplicably at ease.  

Franco’s mother’s eyes flickered, “Ask, what do you want to ask our driver?”  



“Ask how you cuckolded Mr. Joe, and how you gave birth to Franco with the driver.”  

Elvis spoke surprisingly and took the assistant Check the information  

in hand and hand it over to Franco’s father  

– While  

Hedy and Alice were running around for Mr., Elvis was digging three feet to investigate Alice ‘s life experi

ence.  

He thought Alice was not a child of Alice’s family, but the result was unexpected.  

Alice is.  

It’s not really Alice’s family child, it’s Franco  

Franco is the mother and the driver’s child.  

It started when Franco’s mother was not yet married.  

At that time, Franco’s mother had someone she liked, the glib Alice’s family driver.  

Unfortunately, the driver of Alice’s family is from a mediocre family and cannot 

get into the eyes of the mother’s family. Therefore, Franco’s mother can only obey the family’s wishes a

nd marry Franco’s father.  

Franco’s father is a shy person. Seeing that Franco’s mother is so beautiful and considerate, he 

really fell in love with Franco’s mother and gave birth to his daughter Alice  

He has always felt that he and his wife are really a “clear stream” in a business marriage, how different t

hey are.  

But how did he know that Franco’s mother treated him like this just to weaken his vigilance, so that he 

would be obedient to himself, and then brought the driver into Alice’s family with an excuse  

She and her old lover flirted with each other under Franco’s father’s nose, and gave birth to Franco.  

Franco’s mother believes in the supremacy of love, and is very confused, thinking that Franco is her daug

hter.  

Alice? A disgusting mess, representing power and power trading raw  

meat.  

She fed Alice fat, deliberately dressed Alice ugly, and at the same time doted on Franco very much.  

Under her deliberate creation, Franco’s father also felt that Alice was ugly and old–

fashioned, not as smart and beautiful as Franco, and devoted more love to the “second daughter“.  

One time, Franco’s mother had an affair with the driver, and Franco accidentally saw it. Franco 

knew his own life experience.  

She is broken.  



She can’t report on her mother and the driver, because once the truth is  

revealed, she will no longer be the second 

daughter of Alice’s family, and she will lose all the luxury and good food.  

The three became grasshoppers on a rope.  

People’s hearts are not enough to swallow elephants.  

The driver spent Alice’s 

family ‘s money, fell asleep with Alice’s family ‘s owner’s wife, and watched his daughter raised by other

s, and his ambition grew stronger.  

He wants the whole Alice’s family!  

He asked Franco to fight for the position of heir!  

This is what Franco’s mother and Franco want to do. They have bullied  

Alice too many times over the years If Alice succeeded in inheriting Alice’s family, how 

could she not settle the score with them?  

Sending Buddha to the west, they decided.  

Therefore, Franco robbed Alice ‘s fiancé, and even tried his best to worship Otto as his teacher, 

in order to run on Alice  

But they didn’t think of Elvis.  

I didn’t expect Alice ‘s master to be Hedy.  

Franco’s father read the information with trembling hands, his eyes were bloodshot, and he yelled to be

at up Alice’s family driver. “Don’t hit him! If you want to hit me, hit me!”  

Franco’s mother, who only had love in her eyes, hugged the driver, and her heart was full of self–

sacrifice.  

“Slap!” Franco’s father slapped Franco’s mother hard.  

But there is only this slap.  

Love hates it, nothing more than that.  

Franco’s father turned and left heartbroken, and dragged Franco out forcefully.  

“Dad…Dad, what are you taking me for? Dad!” Franco burst into tears.  

“Don’t do anything, do a paternity test to see whose daughter you are!” Franco’s father forced out a smi

le that was uglier than crying.  

There are some things that he needs to prove by himself.  

“Of course I am your daughter, Dad, don’t listen to other people’s nonsense, let’s not go, okay?” Franco 

dared not go.  



“Go!”  

Franco’s father dragged Franco away  

Franco’s mother hugged the driver and cried.  

The driver hid in the woman’s arms and shivered.  

Now he knows that he is afraid.  

Alice covered her mouth, too shocked to speak, also feeling extremely sad, close to suffocation.  

“Come home with me.” Elvis pulled Alice away from the land of right and wrong.  

The fact that  

Franco’s mother and the driver gave Franco’s father a green hat, used  

Franco’s father’s money to provide for his lover, and that Franco was not a child  

of Alice’s family spread rapidly on the Internet. There are too many people in the restaurant.  

Not long after, the paternity test results came out, and Franco was really not the daughter of Franco’s fa

ther.  

Franco’s father was disheartened and contacted a lawyer intending to divorce and 

try to recover property losses as much as possible. No matter how much  

Franco, Franco’s mother and the driver wailed, they could not enter Alice’s family again.  

Franco’s father suffered a 

serious illness, aging at a speed visible to the naked eye, with gray hair growing on his sideburns.  

After recovering from the illness, he held Alice in his arms and apologized to her 

over and over again. He only hated himself for being ignorant of people and causing so much harm to his

 daughter, and hoped to be forgiven by her.  

Alice forgave her father.  

She knows how painful love can be, and she also knows that her father is also a poor person.  

After this incident, Alice became the sole heir of  

Alice’s family, and her position was stable.  

Hedy also returned to campus.  

―  

When she returned to campus, freshmen had already finished their military training.  

I heard that Sun and other boys in Class 7 deliberately ate watermelon and drank iced Coke in front of th

e freshmen, and were chased by the angry freshmen for three streets, which became a 

great fun on the school net.  



Sun and Jenny have a stable relationship, and Nick, who is a hottie, was successfully 

won by Luna, a little girl with two ponytails. There are often sweet pictures of them passing by holding h

ands on campus.  

Faye has also integrated into the new campus life. The voice of the soft girl has attracted countless boys,

 and the clear sense of boundaries has also made countless boys retreat, but it does not prevent the nu

mber of high–quality school flowers of the University of Finance and Economics from +1.  

Another period of time passed.  

The sports meeting of the University of Finance and Economics is coming.  

Last year’s sports meeting, Hedy was absent because of the filming of “Longing for Love Life“. Although s

he has time this year, she doesn’t really want to participate.  

But the eyes of the students were too hot, she had no choice but to turn into a brick, which project lacke

d people and moved there. 
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Hedy, I brushed the dungeon and came to  

the sports meeting of the University of Finance and Economics, and it arrived as scheduled.  

“March of the Games” resounded throughout the campus, and most of the students coming and going 

were smiling and full of youthful demeanor.  

Only Hedy looked at the long list of entries in his hand and fell into deep thought.  

Several “perpetrators” apologized frantically beside them, “I’m sorry, I’m 

sorry! Hedy, we didn’t know that you had applied for so many projects in private until we got the list!” F

aye and Jenny looked at each other with a  

strange tone, “Doesn’t the school stipulate that each 

student can only apply for a maximum of three projects?”  

The number of participants for each project is limited.  

The first “perpetrator” looked awkward, “But the principal of Season said that as long as Hedy ‘want to p

articipate‘, everything is not a problem. He is curious about Hedy’s 

other sports, whether he is also good.”  

Hedy,  

She Is it a guinea pig?  

The No. 2 “perpetrator” nodded, “The principal also said that if Hedy  

can win the rankings in these events, asking for leave in the future is just a matter of saying hello, witho

ut anyone’s consent.” Hedy was moved, “Yes.” Opening ceremony of the  

sports  



meeting Officially begin,  

Each department will perform a show.  

In some courtyards, a group of girls danced the fan dance, and in some courtyards, many students dance

d clapping hands.  

Some courtyards are more weird. Each person wears a bloated doll, dancing a simple and happy dance, 

bumping around inside.  

When they arrived at the business school, led by Sun, he brought Hedy and others to the front of the sta

ge, all of them looked very  

embarrassed.  

Sun also specially performed a street dance move.  

The students cheered and whistled, thinking that the business school was about to dance a super cool st

reet dance, and then they heard a burst of square dancing aunts‘ favorite “moving times and times” fro

m the stereo.  

All the students, “??”  

I saw Sun’s enchanting figure, charmingly leading everyone to dance in the square dance.  

Hedy danced with everyone blankly.  

Her soul is resisting.  

Well, it’s actually quite interesting to be crazy with everyone.  

After a moment of silence, the students burst into laughter, and more people took pictures and videos.  

Even the serious teacher on weekdays couldn’t help showing a smile.  

The program exploded.  

The opening ceremony is over and the sports meeting officially begins.  

The students at this time did not realize the seriousness of the problem.  

Hedy went to her first sport, the freehand high jump.  

The height of the high jump will gradually increase with each round of competition. The height of the firs

t round is only 0.9 meters.  

Hedy ran up, took off, passed the bar, landed on the cushion, and then  

went to the next stadium.  

Not far next door is another sport she will be participating in, shot put.  

The shot put competition also has to be compared round by round.  

Hedy takes the ball, puts it, throws it!  



Immediately after throwing, return to the high jump arena to 

catch up with the second round of high jump.  

Throw the ball after jumping, jump back after throwing, throw again. after jumping, jump again after thr

owing.  

The University of Finance and Economics is not a sports school, and the students have limited athletic ab

ility, let alone professional athletes.  

Letting Hedy, a super–nightmare–

level boss, end, even if it is not a full- level boss who slaughtered Novice Village, it must be a blow to a  

certain degree of dimensionality reduction.  

She jumped and lost like this, competing back and forth, and  

successfully won the first place in the high jump and the first place in the shot put.  

Students participating in the high jump, “.  

Students participating in the shot put,  

11  

Before they could react, Hedy had already rushed to the air- conditioned billiard hall, where there was a 

snooker match.  

Snooker is not only billiards, also known as “gentleman’s sport“, it is 

a kind of indoor sports. In previous years, the No. 1 snooker player was  

Nick with long hair over his shoulders and flirtatious bag .  

Unfortunately, he ran into Hedy in the draw at the beginning of this  

year.  

“You hit first.” Nick asked Hedy to hit first very gentlemanly.  

Hedy nodded, not politely, picked up the pool cue, leaned over to find a good angle, with serious eyes.  

With a bang, two goals were scored.  

In snooker, as long as you pocket the ball when it’s your turn, you can play a second shot until you go e

mpty or win the game.  

“Crack clap.” Nick clapped.  

Hedy walked around the pool table, looking for several degrees, with a calm side face, bent down to play

 the second shot, the third shot, the fourth shot…until the 

balls were all pocketed, and Nick was not given  

a chance  



She deliberately learned snooker, which is a relatively popular indoor sport abroad, and it is good for co

mmunication.  

Nick, “…”  

He shouldn’t be pretending!  

“Crack, clap, clap!” Everyone around applauded.  

At about fifteen minutes, the rematch began, and Hedy’s opponent was a yellow–haired boy.  

The yellow–haired boy learned the lesson from  

Nick, and he didn’t let Hedy hit first, but he did it first. It’s a pity that he is not as good as Hedy, and he c

an’t clear the stage with one person.  

He couldn’t clear it, so the opportunity came to Hedy.  

Hedy didn’t give the yellow–

haired boy a chance, and scored the remaining goals by himself, eliminating the yellow–haired boy.  

When it came to the finals, Hedy had the right to kick–

off because of his point advantage, and he steadily cleared the table with one person, and easily won th

e first place.  

“Hedy, you are really-”  

Nick wanted to praise Hedy, but before he finished speaking, Hedy had already rushed out like the wind.

  

Nick, “?”  

In the hot playground, Faye is participating in the final of the women’s 100–meter sprint.  

Sprinting is her forte.  

“Get ready–run!”  

the starter called, and Faye ran fast, with nothing but the finish line in sight.  

She vaguely felt a figure jumping past her.  

Figures run across the finish line.  

The figure turned and disappeared without a trace.  

The female teacher next to the referee cheered excitedly. “The record is broken! Our school’s women’s 

100–meter sprint record has been broken!” The referee was silent for a while, pointing to  

Faye who had just reached the finish line and replied, “Just now Hedy was passing by. Participating stud

ents of our project.”  

Female teacher,  

It’s too far off the mark.  



Hedy came to the air–conditioned basketball arena  

Luna ‘s double ponytails are tied into double balls, and she is wearing a red basketball uniform, going to 

participate in the next mixed basketball game.  

Hedy will also participate in this competition.  

“I thought you weren’t coming.” Luna snorted arrogantly, playing with a basketball with her fingertips, “

How are you doing recently?”  

It’s okay.” Hedy slowly and steadily breathed.  

”  

“Goddess Hedy, change your clothes first!” Sun gave Hedy the blue basketball uniform from the busines

s school.  

Hedy changed his clothes and walked into the basketball court.  

Sun followed and said, “Goddess Hedy, we are just temporarily short of someone, you just need to make

 soy sauce by the side.”  

Hedy nodded, “Understood.”  

The referee whistled.  

Sun fought with the boys from the Academy of Fine Arts, and the scores of the two schools were tense. 

Hedy felt that she might not be able to get the ranking if she was so exhausted.  

If you can’t get the ranking, you can’t meet the principal ‘s requirements.  

After thinking for a while, she rushed over, grabbed the ball, dribbled, jumped, and dunked!  

Sun, “?”  

Luna, “?”  

The audience and referee, “??”  

The game ended with Hedy scoring 111 points alone.  

Jenny, who was watching the game, handed the mineral water to Hedy.  

While drinking, Hedy went to the next field.  

School net is not calm.  

The first hot post,  

“@Hedy, what about you, put, this, brush, game, play, vice, book?”  

The  

second hot post,  



“Hedy is undoubtedly the biggest disaster of the University of Finance and Economics Games!”  

Chapter 339  

Heatstroke Hedy, the one who came to assassinate!  

The contents of the two posts are accusing Hedy.  

It’s too 

much to say that Hedy has participated in so many projects by himself, and he has won so many firsts!  

What’s even more annoying is that when she moved to the field halfway, she also broke the women’s 10

0–meter sprint record by the way, but because she didn’t sign up, it didn’t count.  

So angry, family!  

This is more than chopping melons and vegetables, this is almost catching up with the typhoon passing t

hrough the border!  

We seriously condemn the inaction of the school, and hope that the school can take care of the emotion

s of ordinary humans, and don’t let the gods interfere in the competition of humans. It is not easy for chi

ldren to win a prize/cry loudly.  

The two posts attracted everyone’s onlookers.  

Also attracted a warrior.  

The warrior was a student participating in the tennis competition. He claimed to have played tennis for t

en years and was admitted to a sports school. He came to the University of Finance and Economics beca

use he didn’t want to go to a sports school.  

He believes that the reason why the loser fails is because the loser’s ability is too poor, not because Hed

y is too strong.  

The school is not a fan circle, please stop your god–making behavior.  

An hour later, the open–air tennis match began.  

Hedy took first place.  

The warrior posted angrily,  

“We seriously condemn the inaction of the school, and hope that the school can take care of the emotio

ns of ordinary humans, and don’t let the gods interfere in the human race. It’s not easy for a child to win

 a prize!” Everyone laughed so hard that their stomachs hurt  

In this way, Hedy won the first place in N competitions.  

Others receive prizes with their hands.  

Hedy accepts the prize and has to hug her.  

She returned to business school with a mountain of prizes in her arms.  



The prizes are some notebooks, dolls, pens, shopping cards 

for shopping malls around the school or milk tea shops, etc.  

She couldn’t use it, so she distributed it to the students in class seven, and kept it for future dinners, suc

h as shopping cards.  

The students from other colleges saw it, and were somewhat envious.  

In addition to the competition prizes, Hedy was also trending on Twitter that day.  

The hot search entry is called, Hedy dances square dance.  

Click in, and you can see the business school performances recorded by the students of Finance 

and Economics with their mobile phones.  

Through the video, 

everyone can see Sun’s enchanting, you can hear the laughter of the audience, and Hedy, who is express

ionless, left  

messages,  

“I  

Hahahaha, I can’t laugh anymore, who the hell thought of dancing in the square!”  

“I can see it, every strand of  

Hedy ‘s hair is resisting.  

Hedy’s inside, save me, save me, save me.  

“Want to know how Childe King feels when he sees this video @Preston.”  

Preston I opened this video by accident while drinking coffee during a break.  

When the background music came along with the dance moves, Preston squirted.  

“Pfft! Cough, cough, cough!” His face was flushed from coughing, and, his slender eyes were full of gentl

e smiles.  

He replied to the netizen’s Aite, “The dance is very cute, I like it very much.”  

Netizen, “…”  

Thank you, I have legs, I can find dog food by myself, please don’t just stuff it in my stomach! Woohoo!  

-University  

of Finance and Economics, School of Business.  

Jenny smiled and picked up the 

phone, and said to Hedy who was lying on the table, “Cousin, Childe King replied to netizens, saying  

that the square dance you dance is very cute, and he likes it very much!” Faye raised his eyebrows,  



“I  

Mr. King has always been so blatant.”  

Preston never hides his preference for Hedy.  

Hedy didn’t seem to hear, lying on the table motionless.  

“Cousin?” Jenny asked in a puzzled tone, “Too tired and fell asleep?”  

Faye didn’t know what was wrong with Hedy, and reached out to touch Hedy’s exposed face 

skin. Exclaimed,  

“It’s so hot, sister Hedy seems to have a heat stroke!”  

The temperature has been very high these two days.  

Hedy is exercising under the scorching sun for a while, and competing in the air–

conditioned billiard hall and basketball hall for a while. With frequent interlacing, a mortal body will feel 

uncomfortable  

Faye ‘s exclamation awakened the drowsy Hedy.  

She slowly opened her eyes and got up from the table, leaving a few reddish marks on her delicate face.  

“Cousin, are you okay, I’ll take you to the school infirmary!” Jenny put down her phone and suggested.  

“I’ll just go by myself.” Hedy stood up, blinked twice, and his eyes became cold again.  

Except for the redness of the complexion caused by the high temperature, everything is the same as usu

al.  

“Let’s take you there.” Faye frowned, worried that Hedy was alone.  

Hedy smiled, “I just 

have a little heat stroke, it’s not a big deal, you two have a game later, don’t delay it because of me.”  

Jenny and Faye had no choice but to give up and watched Hedy leave the classroom.  

“My cousin is always so independent.” Jenny was a little admired, but also a little distressed.  

“The only person who can make sister Hedy feel at ease and willing to rely on is Mr. King.” Faye took out

 his mobile phone, found Aiden’s mobile phone number, edited and sent out a text message about “Hed

y has a heatstroke“.  

On the first day she came to the King Family Manor, grandma told 

her Aiden’s cell phone number, not to match anything, but to let her contact 

Aiden in case of trouble in the future.  

To contact Aiden is to contact King Family.  

She was able to get this treatment only because she was Hedy’s friend, and the King Family was 

willing to treat her kindly  



Texting done, Faye and Jenny headed to the game.  

On the road, two girls with a good relationship walked towards each other and were talking.  

Girl A, “Have you read the School net website? A boy said that he met a clown masked man with a white

 background and a red 

smile on his face in the toilet. He looked so creepy and weird that he turned around and left.  

Halfway through, he felt like he was making a fuss again, and wanted to go back and teach the prankster

 a lesson, but guess what! The  

clown masked man disappeared! Just like a ghost!”  

Girl B clicked her tongue, “It’s just a made–up story, I don’t know. I don’t believe it.”  

Girl A took her arm and deliberately frightened her, “How do you know it’s 

made up? What if it’s true? Maybe the clown masked man is somewhere right now, waiting to kill some

one!” -University of Finance  

and  

Economics The school nurse’s office, in the remote southwest corner, is quiet  

If you want to go to the school clinic from the business school, you need to pass through the lakeside pa

rk that is still under construction  

on campus.  

There are usually not many people on this road, and there are even fewer people during the sports meet

ing these days.  

Hedy was walking by the lake, and he could vaguely hear some movement from the playground.  

Fluttering, a bird swooped down on the lake and took away a small fish looking for food.  

Hedy’s eyes also fell on the lake.  

In the swaying ripples, she saw a blurred and broken reflection that belonged to her.  

In the next second, her pupils shrank sharply.  

Because she found that above her reflection, there was a reflection of a second person!  

The man was leaning against the tree trunk, wearing black casual  

clothes 

that were easy to move and stretch, and a grotesque clown mask with a red background and a smile on 

his face!  

Almost at the same time, the clown masked man keenly sensed that Hedy also noticed his existence, an

d slowly looked down at her.  

From the reflection on the lake, Hedy saw the masked man staring at him again.  



She was too familiar with that look.  

The opponent is a killer.  

Goal – yourself!  

Someone hired a murderer to kill her!  

The situation changes rapidly.  

The opponent drew out the samurai sword from his waist, turned over and jumped down!  

Hedy backed away quickly!  

rub!  

The blade cut into the stone slab, even splitting a crack in the hard  

stone!  

Chapter 340 Her eyes, like Lucifer  

saw Hedy dodging, the clown masked man stood up straight and looked at Hedy, his voice hoarse, “The r

eaction speed is good.”  

He spoke English and spoke very clearly.  

“Who sent you to kill me?” Hedy asked–coldly with sharp eyes.  

“Can I change the opening statement in my next life?” The clown masked man spread his hands helplessl

y,  

“Nine out of ten targets will ask me this sentence. I really have heard enough.”  

Yes, but I have to send it off first.” You go to the next life and wait.” Hedy flicked his wrist, his face gradu

ally covered with a horrifying murderous 

look, showing the same bloodthirsty eyes as the clown masked man.  

“You are also… a killer, oh, it seems that the employer has concealed some key information.” The clown 

masked man slowly put the knife back into its sheath.  

He wanted the new knife to see blood, so he didn’t 

bring a gun, but the other party not only didn’t run away needlessly, but also wanted to fight him hand–

to–hand, and he was also a killer.  

interesting.  

The action of the clown masked man retracting the knife made Hedy’s eyes flash.  

Being able to make this choice shows that the other party is extremely  

confident and wants to defeat her with bare hands, then kill her, and give her a little “respect” from her 

peers.  

As soon as he thought of this, the masked man stormed over.  



When meeting on a narrow road, the brave wins, and he has no idea of pity and pity.  

Hedy stepped back and dodged sideways, raising his fist and hitting the masked man’s head heavily.  

The masked man also bowed to dodge, and the two quickly wrestled together.  

Hedy can kick him against a tree trunk, and he can also knock Hedy into the nearby lake.  

In just a moment, Hedy quickly went ashore, and counterattacked the masked man while 

responding to the masked man’s attack.  

On the other side of the lake is a game where friendship comes first, and on 

this side of the lake is a ruthless game that kills every move.  

Neither of them left the other alive.  

Hedy thinks that the masked man is world–class in skill.  

The masked man also thinks Hedy is a ruthless character.  

Both underestimated each other.  

Hedy quickly fell behind.  

Because she suffered from heatstroke and fell into the water, she couldn’t exert her full strength at all.  

The masked man condescendingly looked down at Hedy, who was  

!  

lying on the ground with bleeding from the corner of his mouth. He drew out his samurai sword and bre

athed a bit of joy in meeting his opponent, “You are very good. See you in the next life.” Swish  

The blade sliced through the air and pointed straight at Hedy’s throat!  

Hedy’s consciousness was so lax, there was pain, despair, unwillingness, and monstrous anger and fighti

ng spirit in his eyes.  

The masked man’s hands froze, the blade stopped five centimeters away from Hedy’s throat, and his lips

 silently spit out a name,  

Lucifer…”  

The eyes of this target are so similar to Lucifer, as if carved out of a mold, let him In an instant, he was d

azzled.  

No, Lucifer is dead.  

The organization killed her brother by a thousand swords, and she died with the organization.  

There is no more Lucifer in the world.  

The goal in front of him is just that his eyes are similar to hers.  

The clown masked man regained his senses and raised his samurai sword again.  



“Hedy!”  

A scream came from around the corner.  

man  

The in the mask didn’t care who the person appeared to be, he just wanted to solve this goal quickly, 

complete the commission entrusted  

to the organization by the employer, and then retreat.  

He swung down vigorously, but the blade was hanging in the air, and it was held 

tightly by a man’s big hand!  

Blood dripped down the tip of the knife and the joints of the hands.  

“Ji…shen…” Hedy couldn’t hold on anymore and passed out.  

The masked man looked up and saw that Preston, who was 

well- known in the international business world, was also the fiancé of this target. His eyes were filled wi

th murderous aura, as if he had come from hell.  

The masked man said fearlessly, “True-” Coincidentally.  

Before the clever words could be uttered, Preston raised his leg and kicked him hard in the heart!  

puff.  

Some blood flowed from the masked man’s jaw and the edge of the mask. He backed 

away holding the knife, and the knife cut off a piece of flesh in Preston’s palm.  

“Aiden!” Preston hugged the unconscious Hedy and shouted angrily.  

Aiden rushed over, seeing that something was wrong, he immediately drew his gun, aimed at the maske

d man and pulled the trigger.  

The masked man quickly fled into the nearby woods.  

Just kidding, he has a real guy in his hand, so he can’t chop bullets with a knife.  

And the outside world also has misunderstandings about Preston, okay?  

This guy’s kick almost killed him!  

“Childe King, how is Ms. Ellis?” Aiden ran over.  

“Chasing!” Preston said coldly with his thin lips.  

Aiden nodded, and went to hunt down the masked man.  

Holding the unconscious Hedy, Preston drove to the nearest Mercy Hospital and greeted  

Alice in advance. “How could this happen?” Alice was worried, and immediately checked Hedy, her tone 

was dignified,  



“In addition to heatstroke, multiple soft tissue contusions, and spleen rupture, but the degree of rupture

 is not high, and conservative treatment can be used to allow the organ to recover on its own.  

This is luck among misfortunes.  

Preston breathed a sigh of relief, and Susan leaned against the wall, raising her hand to brush away the 

messy hair that was blocking her eyes, only to find that a piece of flesh was missing from her palm, and a

t this moment, the flesh was bloody, and her hand was covered with blood.  

“God, you have to bandage this too quickly, reach out!” Alice hurriedly treated Preston’s wound.  

After the dressing was finished, she was puzzled, “What happened? How dare someone do anything to y

ou two?”  

The man didn’t speak, his whole body was cold.  

Alice couldn’t ask the result, so she shook her head and left.  

Hedy woke up in the middle of the night.  

The smell of disinfectant on her nostrils made her understand that she was in a hospital, and judging by 

the decoration style, it was the apprentice’s Hospital.  

She just wanted to get up to check the situation, but was gently pressed by Preston, “Don’t move, tell m

e what you want to do.”  

People with damaged spleens need to rest.  

Hedy saw the gauze wrapped around his hand, “How is your hand?”  

Before she passed out, she saw Preston holding the blade that was slashing at her.  

Small injury.” Preston took it lightly, leaned over and looked at her painfully, “Does it hurt?”  

Alice told him that people with damaged spleens will have abdominal pain.  

“It doesn’t hurt.” Hedy lied.  

If she says it hurts, he will be sad.  

“Lie.” Displeasure appeared in Preston’s bottomless eyes.  

Hedy changed the topic, “Why did you come to Caida University?”  

Faye sent a message to Aiden, saying that you had a heatstroke, and I was going to pick you up, and I sa

w that man wearing a clown mask was going to kill you.” Preston asked, “Who is that man? Why did you 

kill you?”  

“I don’t know, I don’t know, I don’t know.” Hedy shook his head.  

Preston, “I asked Aiden to chase him, but Aiden didn’t catch up. He said 

that the opponent was at least a world–class killer.” ”  

I thought so when I fought him.” Hedy thought for a moment, then frowned,  



“There is no sky–high price.” Remuneration, please don’t move a killer of this level!”  

“How much is the exact price?” Preston planned to do the elimination method.  

Hedy, “At least you need to have the strength of a first–class family.”  

  וו

‘Elvis is my close friend, rule it out, Alice is your apprentice, rule it out; Richard’s family is your mother’s f

amily, rule it out.”  

“The family is left.”  

“The family needs more Excluded, I understand them, they don’t have the courage, let alone the guts.”  

“Who could it be?” Hedy lowered his eyes, “It’s not the United States, is it a foreign country?”  

 


